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The image was one used for MRE in Iraq in 2005 for MRE. This image was one of the MRE campaign and brought awareness of the dangers of cluster bombs.
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As a young man in a war-torn area of Azerbaijan, Elnur Gasimov experienced the shock of being severely injured by a piece of unexploded ordnance.

Today, Gasimov’s personal experience has inspired him to work as the Team Leader of the Training and Quality Assurance Team at the Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action to ensure that what happened to him will not happen to other citizens of his country. Gasimov’s resilience and dedication to his work make him a hero in the demining community.
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This image was one used for MRE in Iraq in 2005 for MRE. This image was one of the MRE campaign and brought awareness of the dangers of cluster bombs.

Spacetoon Kids TV is its production of public-service programs and animated series targeted specifically at children using age-effective communication methods. Spacetoon’s Regional Office in Jordan plans to address the urgent need of ensuring children’s safety in Lebanon, as well as continue to deliver MRE activities in Iraq where children are also at great risk.

See Endnotes, page 111